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We discuss physical options for operating eﬃciently
a deuterium–deuterium (D–D) fusion reactor, with
known advantages with respect to the deuterium–
tritium (D–T) reactors [1, 2]. The D–D cross-section
in the interesting energy range for fusion is about two
orders of magnitude smaller than the corresponding
D–T cross-section, and therefore the requirements for
igniting and self-sustaining the reaction are more demanding [3]. A possible solution is to look for ways to
enhance the reactivity.
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The Boltzmann distribution is recovered in the case of
κ → +∞ with the kinetic temperature of the κ distribution tending to the temperature Tcore of the Boltzmann distribution interpolating its “core” distribution,
i. e. the region of energies with the most probable population, Tcore = (1 − 3/2κ)TU . The speciﬁc value of
κ is usually determined from a best ﬁt of the observed
energy distribution. Since most of the fusion reactions
occur in the high-energy tail of the energy distribution,
and the κ-distributions are characterized by a hard,
power-law tails, it seems natural to evaluate the possible gain in reactivity for various fusion reaction by
using κ-distributions with respect to the Boltzmann
ones. We have used parameterized cross-sections for
D–T and the two channels of the D–D fusion process
from [6].
In the Figure we show the temperature dependence
of the reactivities evaluated with averages over Boltzmann and κ-distributions for both D–D and D–T fusion reactions. There is a signiﬁcant advantage in using
κ-distributions, which should be beneﬁcial also for the
D–T reactors at relatively low temperatures, with reactivity gains of almost two orders of magnitude for
temperatures in the few keV range. The Figure also
shows that the κ-distribution is not consistently preferable to the Boltzmann distribution over the entire temperature range. Ongoing work mainly consists in developing kinetic models capable, for instance given the

The usual comparison between D–D and D–T fusion rates relies on using Boltzmann energy distributions. However, situations can occur in which energy is injected into the plasma at a higher rate than
the relaxation rate of the plasma itself. Under this
circumstance, the high-energy tail of the distribution
may be enhanced, generating large deviations from the
Boltzmann distribution. These energy distributions,
named κ-distributions, have been discussed since several decades in the context of low-density, low-temperature plasmas such as the solar wind [4]. The characterization of the κ-distributions requires the introduction
of two parameters, the kinetic temperature, an eﬀective temperature TU such that the energy U per unit
of particle can still be written as U = 3kB TU /2 as in
the Boltzmann case, and the κ-parameter (with values
in the 3/2 < κ < +∞ range). The energy probability
density is expressed as [5]
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search contexts ranging from astrophysics and cosmology to the observation of quark–gluon plasma at proton colliders (see for instance [8–10]). A detailed discussion of the eﬀective potential between two charges
separated by a sea of electrons and positrons at ﬁnite
temperature and density is available in [11]. For temperatures low enough with respect to the production
threshold of 2me c2 ≈ 1 MeV and negligible chemical
potential, an eﬀective Yukawa potential has been evaluated [11], resulting in a Yukawa-like interaction ruled
by a temperature-dependent Compton wavelength
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where αem is the ﬁne structure constant.
This may lead to a space-dependent weakening of
the electrostatic repulsion between two nuclei. The
screening due to the electron–positron plasma takes
over the usual Debye screening above temperatures of
practical interest. Unfortunately, in spite of the favorable scaling of the eﬀective Yukawa range with temperature, the polarization eﬀect is rather small. The
eﬀective Compton wavelength is still about four orders
of magnitude larger than the average distance of minimum approach between the nuclei. On the other hand,
the electron–positron plasma has a smaller inertia than
the ions, so it can quickly adapt itself to the new situation creating a time-dependent barrier with an intermediate eﬀectiveness, requiring a dynamical response
approach. Alternative schemes to enhance the reactivity by replacing the electron with the muon in Eq. (2),
and to provide the eﬀective temperature of the μ+ μ−
gas to be high enough are brieﬂy discussed. One can
create a situation in which λeff  rT . This is analogous to muon catalysis, and would require intersection
points between the core of the conﬁned plasma and an
e+ e− collider tuned at the μ+ μ− production peak.
Since a D–D reactor does not need a lithium blanket, one may design a direct conversion of the neutron
energy into electrical energy, hopefully overcoming
the limitation in eﬃciency of the traditional thermal
cycles, of the order of 30 %. Recent developments in
scintillating materials, decades-long experience with
hadronic calorimeters, and progress in photovoltaic
conversion may allow for an alternative scheme bypassing the thermal cycle while achieving comparable
eﬃciency. A material scintillating with a light yield of
30 % has been recently discovered [12], and the third
generation photovoltaic cells now under development
are expected to reach 70 % eﬃciency [13]. Therefore,
combining the two technologies, eﬃciencies of the order
of 20 % seem already within reach. The maximum
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(Color online) Reactivities for D–D (a) and D–T (b) fusion processes averaged over Boltzmann energy distributions (black)
and over two κ-distributed energies, κ = 2 (blue) and κ = 4
(red), in the 2–100 keV temperature range. Reactivities and
temperatures in the two plots are expressed with the same
scales allowing for an easier comparison. The D–D reactivity
is obtained summing over both reaction channels, D(d, p)T
and D(d, n)3 He

power level of neutral beam injection heating, of ﬁnding if the plasma energy may be expressed in terms of
a κ-distribution, including predictions for the value of
κ and its dependence upon the experimental parameters [7].
Two other possible routes to build eﬃcient D–D reactors are also discussed in the paper.
A possible enhancement of the D–D reactivity may
be achieved by exploiting vacuum polarization eﬀects at
the relatively higher temperatures at which a D–D reactor, if κ-distributions are not achieved, must necessarily
work. The production of particle–antiparticle pairs is a
process studied in ﬁnite temperature and density quantum ﬁeld theory, with applications to a variety of re998
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achievable power of the reactor in this approach seems
limited by the radiation damage induced by neutrons
in the calorimeter. Such a scheme can be feasible, in
light of the maximum permissible neutron ﬂux, for
compact low and medium power fusion reactors, with
applications to decentralized electricity production
in regions requiring low power densities (for instance
rural regions, and as a complement to intermittent,
renewable power sources like wind and solar energy)
but especially in the sector of maritime transport,
with the prospect of a virtually unlimited range of the
vessels and a much smaller environmental impact [14].
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